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Abstract: Agent-Based Modelling is gaining wider acceptance as a paradigm for social research. However, it still presents limitations in the management of the process to generate the simulations from the initial conceptual models. This makes it difficult to reuse the knowledge from available models and to adapt it to different hypotheses. This paper proposes the use of metamodels in order to define explicitly the core concepts of a problem domain and to differentiate the aspects involved in the process. A case study for posted pricing institutions shows how to define the related metamodel and use it to address alternative situations in these auctions. The case study drives the discussion on the advantages and limitations that metamodelling can bring to social simulation.
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1. Introduction

Agent-Based Modelling (ABM) is a form of computational simulation that has become over the past years a widely used technique for research in very different disciplines such as Biology [19], Resource Management [21] or Political Science [20]. One of its key advantages lies on its core abstractions for modelling, i.e. agents and their societies. Agents are computational, intentional and social entities, which are capable of rational and complex individual behaviour. As they share these features with humans, they are expected to facilitate the specification of the human target systems, which makes them especially suitable to be used in the Social Sciences [13]. Besides, these abstractions can be refined with concepts closer to the target simulation platforms, bridging the gap between the conceptual models and the simulation ones.

This modelling approach has been easily adopted because [1, 3, 8]:
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- It leads to natural and, simultaneously, formal descriptions of the target systems that can be understood and validated by modellers and stakeholders.
- It enables to easily model heterogeneity and bounded rationality, making possible to abandon assumptions of representative and optimizing behaviours that are non-realistic in many social contexts.
- It facilitates to integrate an explicit representation of the environment and to model local interaction.
- It allows analysing bottom-up and emergent behaviours.
- It makes possible to create interdisciplinary science integrating models from different fields.

In spite of these advantages and the diffusion of the approach, the actual use of agent-based models still has a lot of room for improvement from a computational point of view [6]. The situation in which agents constitute general and reusable modelling primitives for ABM, with standardised processes to translate them to simulation models has not yet been reached. In fact, researchers in ABM have different perspectives on what agents are, which range from simple sets of key-value pairs to complex rational entities with an explicit representation of their knowledge and reasoning. Moreover, researchers do not tend to follow a clear and explicit translation of those perspectives into their formal agent models and simulation code. On the contrary, they frequently adopt ad-hoc translations whose details are not made available, as they are considered of secondary relevance for research. This state of affairs makes difficult comparing hypotheses and results, and hinders a wider acceptance of ABM [11].

In order to address these limitations, some researchers [17, 30] have proposed the use of metamodeling techniques. Metamodels define modelling languages, which specify the modelling primitives available to describe a problem. Researchers create their models instantiating these primitives, i.e. creating models that comply with the definition of the metamodel. If required, they can use extension mechanisms to modify the language in a controlled way, introducing new elements or modifying the available ones.

This approach based on metamodels has two key advantages. Firstly, metamodels can be processed by software tools. This allows, for instance, developing graphical editors for these models, and providing automated transformations that partly carry out the propagation of information from abstract formal models to actual simulations. This tool support reduces the probability of making unintended mistakes when modelling, as tools make some basic checking of the information. Moreover, this support provides the basis for comparison (and thus replication) among works, as refinement and implementation information is available for examination. Secondly, metamodels make explicit the primitives required to model certain classes of problems under a set of given assumptions. This knowledge crystallizes the experience of a community in a domain, facilitates learning to novices, and encourages discussion and reflection on different approaches.

The main obstacle to apply this approach is to define suitable metamodels and the correspondences between them. There is an inherent difficulty in capturing the knowledge to describe complete domains of problems with a formal definition. A metamodel must be rich enough to capture all the variability of a domain, but also to constrain modellers to produce correct models that can be translated to simulation code in a semi-automated way. There must also be clear correspondences between the metamodels of the different languages involved in a problem (e.g. domain, software-modelling and programming languages). This is not only an issue of making semi-automated translations, but making those proper according to the semantics of the involved elements. Some semantic alignment of the concepts in the different languages facilitates this process.

Our work addresses this problem with a framework for metamodeling in ABM. It includes intermediate languages between the abstract formal models and the simulation code, guidelines to define their metamodels and the correspondences between the different involved languages, and software tools that support these tasks. Its modelling
process is conceived as a successive refinement of models in different languages, supported by transformations and tailored tools, until generating the simulation. In order to illustrate this approach, this paper discusses the formalisation of the well-known problem of posted pricing institutions.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction on ABM. Section 3 considers how our approach use metamodels in ABM and Section 4 applies it to model auctions. Finally, Section 5 discusses the implications of the process together with some concluding remarks.

2. Related work

ABM describes models for social analysis using agents as the key abstraction. The complete process entails different stages of conceptualization, design, implementation and use of agent-based models. Initial steps usually begin with non-formal conceptualizations of the target system that are successively refined to shape a formal model that can be computationally implemented. This process is often gotten around in literature and only few works explore the details of the migration from conceptualisations to formal models, or from those to actual implemented simulations. The few that discuss the modelling process taking into account the different roles and subtasks [5, 6, 9] are too general to provide specific steps on how to build those models.

Trying to assist the modeller in the implementation stage, there are also a very wide variety of toolkits, each of them with specific features [25]. Some of these toolkits, such as Repast, Mason and Netlogo, are very successful and widely used in the ABM community [29]. However, in most cases, the aid of these platforms is reduced to provide some libraries for programming. Therefore, they do not assist the modeller in key aspects of the “jump” from the abstract model to the actual implementation, as they are only useful for the late design and coding of the simulation. This implies that modellers lack of guide from platforms to make plenty of relevant decisions in previous development stages. This issue is worsen when considering the frequent lack of software engineering notions of many modellers coming from the Social Sciences [23].

This causes two main consequences. First, ABM computational aspects are frequently described insufficiently if not poorly, leaving the appearance of black-box and reducing its reliability [11]. Second, this fact significantly complicates replication. Replication is considered a highly recommended practice, even with statements such as “unreplicated simulation models cannot be trusted” [7]. However, literature rarely offers modellers the tools for facilitating replication.

Interesting works such as the ODD protocol [16] certainly guide modellers in the whole process with some general principles. However, ODD is only a documentation protocol, still insufficient when trying to reduce the gap between the conceptualization and the implementation.

This transition is tackled very well in the field of Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) [18], which is devoted to the development of Multi-Agent Systems (MASs). AOSE and ABM share a common foundation in the use of agents and their societies as the basis for the specification of their systems. For this reason, AOSE has been perceived as a suitable development approach for ABM simulations [2]. Many works in AOSE follow a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) methodology [9], as our approach does. These works also propose the use of intermediate languages between the conceptualization and the implementation of models, which would facilitate the model description and replicability. Despite these common premises, there is a variety of perspectives on how to apply AOSE and MDE to ABM.

There has been research on the application of general AOSE methodologies to build simulations. For instance, the ADELFE methodology [2] aims to develop Adaptive MASs (AMASs). It tackles successfully the dynamics of these systems, but it encourages the use of classical goal-driven agents and is biased towards them. This bias in modelling is common to these methodologies, as they are based on particular models of agency. Besides, the application of works in this line demands an advanced knowledge of AOSE not common in social modellers. These
methodologies are targeted to pure software development, so their processes and languages mainly deal with software concepts and are intended for engineers.

Another group of works pursues defining AOSE and MDE methodologies tailored for ABM. Depending on whether their main concerns are about software engineering or ABM, they offer different tradeoffs.

An example of work emerging from software engineering is that of Sansores et al [30]. It considers the problems due to the usual lack of background in software engineering of social modellers and the difficulties to compare similar models implemented over different platforms. They propose adopting in ABM the methodology INGENIAS [26] for the development of MASs. Their approach extends the INGENIAS modelling language with additional primitives for specific domains. It also uses the INGENIAS process to generate the simulation source code. The main limitation of this work is its use of predefined extension mechanisms of the INGENIAS language, with concepts with an inherent software bias, which are again not very appropriate for social modellers.

On the other hand, Hassan et al [17] defines a MDE approach from the perspective of ABM. Its language has as core concept the Mentat, an agent skeleton with mental properties that modellers can extend for their models. However, this work is constrained to data-driven simulation, which complicates its application for other kind of problems.

Looking to overcome these limitations, our approach tries to achieve a MDE approach for ABM with two main features: it must be adaptable to different agent-oriented domain approaches, and support alternative uses of models and their reuse.

3. INGENIAS Metamodels for ABM

INGENIAS [26] is a software development methodology for MASs. It adopts a MDE approach with two basic components: a modelling language and software tools.

A metamodel specifies the INGENIAS modelling language. It defines the available concepts and relationships, together with their properties and constraints. As it is aimed for modelling MASs, it includes the concepts of agent and group. An agent is characterised in terms of its goals and the capabilities it has to accomplish them. Groups include agents and external resources, coined environment applications, which agents can use. Agents participate in interactions with other agents to achieve global goals. Models can also include code components to specify low-level details that depend on the platform, such as formulas about preference policies or algorithms.

The INGENIAS Development Kit (IDK) software tool allows processing models with its modules. Standard modules available with the distribution support model auto-completion for certain tasks, documentation and code generation. Model manipulation is performed through code, complemented sometimes with the use of templates (e.g. for documentation and coding). A template gives a general description of a modelling structure with slots that are instantiated with information from specific elements in models. These templates allow representing repetitive transformations of these structures to text. For instance, researchers building a simulation for the MASON platform [22] specify a general template for a MASON agent; when generating code, the IDK instantiates that template with the information of every agent in the specification, generating the source code for those specific agents. The IDK allows the development of new modules that access and change its models, so automated transformations can be adapted to the modeller needs. It must be noted that the development of new modules may require the support of engineers.

The approach of the presented work uses these elements to provide Domain-Specific Modelling Languages (DSMLs) and tools, with guidelines for their use [10]. It modifies the INGENIAS metamodel in order to include more flexible extension mechanisms that facilitate the definition of those DSMLs. In particular, inheritance relationships are allowed for any concept, so it can be tailored with additional properties and constraints in common models, without changes in the metamodel. Inheritance implies that a concept acquires all the features of its super-concept. Moreover, our work adopts a more declarative approach concerning the tool.
specifies transformations with transformation languages instead of code, which provides a definition closer to the artefacts (i.e. metamodels, models, grammars, code...) that these transformations manipulate. Besides, it proposes developing model transformations (i.e. those that only involve models) with a Model Transformation by Example (MTBE) approach. MTBE [12] defines transformations through prototype pairs of source and target models compliant with certain metamodels. A MTBE tool processes these pairs and automatically generates the resulting transformation. The final component of the approach is a process to guide researchers in the application of this framework [10].

With this infrastructure, the modelling process starts with the preliminary definition of the metamodels for the DSMLs related to a given domain with certain hypothesis. These DSMLs are usually at the domain level, as the INGENIAS language is suitable for computational aspects. In this preliminary stage, modellers and engineers also develop the transformations that map modelling structures in the DSMLs to the INGENIAS language. After this first step, modelling projects make use of these elements. Modellers use the tailored tools to model their problem and generate the simulation code. In this process, they also check the available infrastructure. For instance, they can find misconceptions in a DSM, missed concepts or inadequate results in the simulation. They fix these issues with the help of engineers, improving the available languages and transformations. Hence, the definition of these elements for a domain is an iterative and incremental process performed through several projects. After some iterations, these elements are stable enough to remain unchanged in most of projects, so effort is only devoted to model project-specific problems.

This overall approach is expected to increase the autonomy of social researchers and modellers. The final goal is that they mostly develop their models autonomously, requiring only the support of engineers to address new and non-considered features of the domain. The case study chosen here illustrates this to show the advantages and current limitations of the work.

4. Case Study: Posted Pricing Institutions

An Introduction to the Institutions

The Posted-Bid Auction (PBA) and the Posted-Offer Auction (POA) are two complementary types of auctions. They are classified within the group generally known as Posted Pricing Auctions (PPAs)

The standard Posted Pricing Auctions [4, 32] consist of an indeterminately repeated series of periods. In each period, the process occurs as a sequence of two steps.

In the case of a POA (respectively a PBA) each seller (buyer) independently selects a “take-it-or-leave-it” price offer (bid) for a given quantity of goods, i.e. the seller (buyer) i offers (bids for) Y units of good X at a price p each. Each seller (buyer) chooses her price without knowledge of the prices that are being selected by competitors. When all the sellers (buyers) have had the opportunity to realize their offer (bid), the list of prices (but not the quantity limit, to avoid the phenomena of collusion) are made public to all buyers and sellers, for example posting manually on a blackboard or on computer screens in computerised systems.

In the next step, buyers (sellers) are randomly ordered in a sequence. Iteratively and one at a time according to the sequence, the selected buyer (seller) has the opportunity to make as many purchases as desired from sellers at the posted prices. In order to do it, the buyer can purchase from any of the sellers (buyers) that has not sold her maximum quantity. The buyer (seller) asks the seller (buyer) for a quantity. If that quantity is available, the seller (buyer) responds accepting and forming a binding contract. If some portion of the quantity offer is not accepted, the buyer (seller) may choose a new seller (buyer) and make a quantity offer to fill her unsatisfied demand, and so on.

When a buyer (seller) has finished with her contracts, the foreclosed goods are removed from the auction and the next buyer (seller) is selected from the sequence. This process is repeated during the trading period until all

---

1 Abbreviations are introduced to facilitate later their reference in figures.
buyers (sellers) have completed their contracts or all sellers (buyers) are out of stock. Participants estimate their benefits and a new period of auctions typically follows.

In both cases, the buyers and the sellers have earnings in a symmetric manner. Each buyer has a private redemption value \( v \) for a good unit, and earns the difference between this value and the contract price \( p \) for each purchased unit \( (v - p) \). On the other hand, each seller has a private unit cost \( c \), so earns the difference between the contract price for each selling unit and this cost value \( (p - c) \).

PPAs can be used in markets close to monopoly situations (few buyers - many sellers, and vice versa). They allow minimizing the dominance position of one side, as its mechanism eliminates price competition on the opposite side. Peters [27] finds that the posted-price mechanism is optimal in a model where sellers cannot communicate with buyers simultaneously and have to do it sequentially.

PBAs are used, for example, in some power markets, like in the case of refiners, in which they post price bids at which they are willing to buy crude oil [31]. POAs are also used for markets where sellers post prices which are not subject to alteration for some considerable period of time. For instance, this is the case of clothes wholesalers trying to sell their production of seasonal clothing to retail markets, in order to exploit economies of scale in the process [31]. Retailers post an offer price, and normally do not specify a quantity (except perhaps to say “while they last”), but stocks may be exhausted before all buyers are satisfied.

Trying to understand the behaviour in auctions as relevant as the PPAs and the interaction under controlled conditions among the triplet IEA \((\text{Institution} \times \text{Environment} \times \text{Agent’s behaviour})\) that defines any market [33], leads to complement experimental economics with agent based modelling experiments. This approach has been developed in other well-known types of auctions as the continuous double auction [14, 15, 28] or dynamic online auctions [24].

In order to illustrate the exposed approach, this paper considers its application for the explained type of auctions. The discussion focuses on the definition of the metamodel for the related DSML. The concepts developed give us a common modelling framework to compare and afterwards understand the dynamic behaviour of the market institution depending on the environment and agent’s behaviour. Some brief remarks are also included about the definition of the needed transformations, and the use of the DSML and the transformations to study this kind of auctions in specific problems.

**Metamodelling**

The process proposed in [10] to define the metamodels of DSMLs comprehends two main stages: the identification of the core concepts of the domain and the description of their standard interactions. The metamodel for a problem describes these elements as extensions of the primitives available in INGENIAS [26].

INGENIAS has two main components that can perform tasks: *agents* are proactive entities able to initiate tasks following their own and explicit agenda; *applications* are usually reactive (i.e. used by agents), though they can raise events in case of changes in the environment. Another key concept in INGENIAS is that of role. Roles are very similar to agents but intended to specify knowledge and behaviour without describing their actual implementation. For instance, a buyer role specifies the general behaviour of this trader in an auction, but it is an agent playing that role who gives the actual utility function. Agents and roles that share goals, knowledge, procedures, rules or applications oriented to a given set of tasks, belong to the same *group*; when *groups* share part of these elements they belong to the same *organisation*.

Organisations have a traversal character, since their features affect different groups of tasks.

Figure 1 illustrates part of the hierarchies of elements proposed for the modelling language of POAs. This diagram is therefore focused in the vocabulary of the domain. Following [33], the basis of the hierarchies is the *market* that determines the *institutions*, the *environments* and the *agents*. Agents in markets can play two roles, *buyer* and *seller*, which are not exclusive.
The metamodel represents the market as an organisation. It includes global information about its purpose: selling and acquiring goods with some competition in prices. The market comprehends three groups, connected to the organisation with the \texttt{OHasGroup} relationship. Each group represents one of the components of the market triple: institutions, environments and agents. Regarding our analysis for POAs, two groups are of special relevance: institutions that represent the rulers of the market; and agents, which represent buyers and sellers. The members of a group are indicated with the \texttt{OHasMember} relationship. As said before, groups are oriented to certain groups of tasks, and their components share common features for that purpose. For instance, institutions have power to impose a given protocol in behaviour, e.g. that of auctions, and common goals of promoting good exchange that maximize benefits of participants.

The auction is a particular type of market. The diagram shows this through the \texttt{InheritRelationship} between these concepts. The auction is characterised for its institution, the auction house. A ruler governs this house and implements the common rules for auctions (e.g. turns between buyers and sellers, transactions, availability of goods, or relationships between bids and offers). The \texttt{ruler} role only specifies these rules, but not their actual implementation, which in this example is the responsibility of the \texttt{PPA Organizer} agent.

Among auctions, there are PPAs. Depending on the sub-type of PPA (POAs or PBAs), the initiator of the auction changes between buyers and sellers. For POAs, sellers initiate the auction posting their offers, while for PBAs are buyers who initially post their bids. This is shown by incorporating a new level of refinement. \texttt{PPA agents} are the specific type of the \texttt{agents} group (i.e. \texttt{InheritRelationship}) that participate in PPAs. This group adds two new roles to the \texttt{agents} group, those of \texttt{initiator} (who starts the auction) and \texttt{follower} (who selects among the bids or offers posted by the initiators). In the case of a POA, a \texttt{seller agent} plays both the \texttt{seller} and \texttt{initiator} roles, and a \texttt{buyer agent} the \texttt{buyer} and \texttt{follower} roles. The \texttt{WFPlays} relationship indicates that an agent plays a role. Note that these agents need to give specific implementations of aspects specified by the roles, such as the utility function or the
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\includegraphics{figure1.png}
\caption{Partial metamodel for the structural components of the PPAs. Stereotypes (i.e. names between guillemets) denote types of entities and relationships.}
\end{figure}
\end{center}
procedure to decide bids and offers. The PPA also adds a specific PPA organizer agent to play the role ruler and tailor the institutional behaviour to the norms of PPA.

In this case, there is no need to identify external entities. If any, they could appear in Figure 1 linked to the societies, groups, agents or roles that control or use them.

As previously explained in this section, roles describe knowledge and responsibilities of active participants. Figure 2 shows a partial specification of the buyer role. It pursues a high level objective acquire good. Although figures do not show it, it is possible to decompose objectives in sub-objectives and alternative objectives to represent complex decision making of roles or agents. The two main tasks of the buyer role are accept offer to buy the good related with an available offer, and generate bid trying to buy some goods at certain price.

Figure 2 does not indicate anything about how the actual decision making for the buyer role takes place. Questions such as when the buyer considers an offer acceptable or when it triggers the tasks are represented with mental states. Figure 3 contains examples of them.

The buyer agent plays the buyer role as seen in Figure 1. This agent includes a mental state called common state (see Figure 3). This means that in a common situation, the agent has personal knowledge about the information included in this state. In this case, that mental state contains two pieces of information, the redemption value of the agent and the good units it tries to acquire. These elements are represented as attributes of MentalInstanceSpecifications. Every
instance of this type of agent can have its own values for these attributes, that is, they represents individual information and not group information shared by buyers. The agent also has linked a condition trigger condition to buy. This condition determines when to trigger the task accept offer. The information relevant for the condition is graphically shown with the AContainsME relationship; an offer and the information related with the goal acquire good. The actual condition, i.e. mathematical relationship between values, could be shown in the condition modelling element as text, but there is not a predefined formalism for it.

The final element of the specifications is the interactions describing how agents and roles participate in the global activity of the system. Figure 4 shows an excerpt involving the previous element and also showing the participation of the ruler. It indicates the agents that start exchanges of information (i.e. UInitiates relationship) and collaborate in them (i.e. UIColaborates relationship). These relationships link the agents with the actual tasks that send or receive the information (e.g. Generate offer and receive offer) and the exchanged information represented by rectangles with arrows inside. Note that several aspects of the interaction are left out because of space reasons. For instance, the fact that all the sellers post their offers at the same time or that buyers choose offers sequentially require additional diagrams.

The previous example is illustrative of certain tradeoffs to consider when defining a modelling language. Models are useful to describe synthesised visions of complex phenomena. As such, they focus on some aspects of problems but disregard others, and must provide a suitable level of abstraction to be a proper analysis tool. For instance, the metamodel could include additional graphical primitives to describe the condition in Figure 3. However, these could be not advisable, as the language would become much more complex and these graphical specifications would be probably too verbose. Regarding non-considered aspects in the metamodel, the internal evaluation of traders focuses on their utility function, but it does not consider, for instance, how the mood of traders can lead them to mistakes.

This discussion has provided an overview of the metamodel definition process in our work. The overall approach proposed in [10] and outlined in Section 3 also includes the definition of the related transformations and the modelling itself in projects.

Transformations in this case translate the concepts of the DSML for POAs to their super-concepts in the INGENIAS language. This translation is suitable thanks to the close alignment of the concepts in both languages. Nevertheless, other AOSE languages different than the INGENIAS one could be used as basis for this process, as far as they have available a rich enough set of basic modelling primitives and suitable extension mechanism to define new languages. Additionally, transformations add simulation-oriented details for code generation. For instance, INGENIAS agents need to include an explicit management of their mental state, which covers aspects such as removing satisfied objectives or pieces of information already used.

Finally the modelling of specific problems, such as the energy or clothe markets previously mentioned, is done using these DSML and transformations, and their related tools.

5 Conclusions and Discussion

This paper has presented the definition of a metamodel that defines a modelling language for PPAs, and particularly for POAs. This metamodel illustrates our vision that ABM can benefit from an explicit definition of its modelling languages in several ways: facilitating the specification of problems, their translation to code and the analysis of their results.

The classical studies on these auctions have been the basis to identify the key concepts present in them, the attributes that can determine the behaviour of their traders, and their interactions among them and with the organizers. These elements have been structurally formalised as roles and agents, their goals and capabilities, and groups and organisations. The dynamic behaviour of these elements in auctions has been established through information exchange between roles and agents, and satisfaction
relationships between tasks and goals, together with particular conditions, as those used for triggering a task.

The metamodel shows the common participants in auctions with the components that researchers need to specify and test different hypotheses. For instance, POAs do not require their agents rationally behave regarding their utility functions. If other traders are going to be tested, researchers may need to add new attributes, different behaviours for tasks, or even additional capabilities. These elements would participate in conditions or change implementations, but the defined roles, interactions and groups would remain unchanged. Besides, the metamodel can define the well-formedness rules for models, allowing the checking of modelling mistakes. For instance, if the model does not include the participation of the buyer proposing bids, it should be revised and corrected.

As stated in sections 1 and 2, the formal models of auctions facilitate applying standardised transformations. Transformations are used to check complex errors, generate documentation, translate them to another modelling language, generate source code, or output result data from models. For instance, a transformation could check that all the traders are going to participate in at least two different auctions if researchers decide so. These transformations are developed and refined over different projects, fixing the potential errors and simplifying the processing for new modelling projects.

This case study has adopted the language of the INGENIAS AOSE methodology as the basis to develop its metamodel. Nevertheless, this is not a mandatory choice. Alternative modelling languages could be used if they provide suitable sets of modelling primitives and extension mechanisms. An advantage of INGENIAS in this context is that it is close to ABM concepts and has a full MDE development process for software systems, and therefore for simulations.

The main limitation of the proposed approach comes from the difficulties to formalize the vocabulary used to model a domain. This is a common problem in the definition of modelling languages in general. Our approach tries to limit it with agent-oriented languages, which are close to the target social systems studied with ABM. Improved guidelines for these tasks can also reduce the effort in these tasks.

The advantages of the proposed approach, illustrated with the case study, are expected to make researchers more autonomous and productive in ABM. These are two necessary conditions to mitigate the main drawbacks of the approach: the high costs of development models and the difficulties to guarantee that the final simulation models are a close translation of the original conceptual models.
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